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In recent years, the term “big data” has attracted the attention of many scholars and business managers, and the emergence of
massive data has ushered in amajor transformation of the times. Service quality and customer repeat purchase intention are two of
the hot issues in the �eld of service research. Clarifying the mechanism of the two can help enterprises establish long-term
customer relations with more customers through the improvement of service quality, enhance their competitive strength, and
improve enterprise performance. According to the actual consumer purchase data provided, the existing data sets are visually
analyzed and processed to �nd the consumer purchase rules, build features and build a reasonable consumer purchase prediction
experimental data set. Based on the obtained experimental data set, a single prediction model of consumer purchase is designed.
According to the analysis of the instantiation results of the single prediction model, the single model consumed in the fusion
model of consumer purchase prediction is determined. In order to demonstrate the viewpoints put forward, the research model is
established, the research hypothesis is put forward, the questionnaire is designed by referring to the literature and �eld in-
vestigation, and the results of the questionnaire are empirically analyzed. Using the methods of descriptive statistical analysis,
factor analysis, reliability and validity test, and regression analysis, the hypothesis that service quality has a direct impact on
customer repeat purchase intention is veri�ed.

1. Introduction

With the arrival of the era of big data, information mining of
massive data has become the focus of research in the �eld of
information technology. Big data are gradually changing
people’s way of life, work, and thinking, leading people into a
new era of resource integration [1]. If hotels want to survive
and develop, they must gain a competitive advantage [2]. Big
data have the characteristics of huge data volume, high
processing speed, diversity, high value, and low density.
Traditional data processing software has been unable to
process such huge data, so the emergence of cloud storage
and cloud computing servers provides technical support for
the storage, analysis, sharing, and transmission of big data
[3]. �e overall competitiveness of my country’s hotel in-
dustry is relatively low. Mr. Fe�er, chairman of the Inter-
national Hotel and Restaurant Association, once pointed out
that compared with the same industry in foreign countries,

the Chinese hotel industry has weak self-promotion
awareness, insu�cient investment return ability, and high
technology content. �ere are many gaps, such as the low
degree of collectivization, the lack of market value of ser-
vices, etc. �erefore, my country’s hotel industry urgently
needs to improve overall for hotels to establish and develop
long-term relationships. Establishing a long-term relation-
ship with customers can be explained as follows: high service
quality can be consumed to make customers feel high and
satis�ed, while high satisfaction can encourage customers to
repeat consumption, and they will not buy competitors’
products, and their sensitivity to price wars will be reduced
[4].

In developed countries, the proportion of service in-
dustry output value in GDP increased sharply from 53% in
1970 to 66% in 2005. It is 47% and 68% in the European
Union and 57% and 72% in the United States, respectively,
and this trend continues. It can be said that marketing has
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entered the era of service marketing [5]. From the per-
spective of theory and practice, the theories related to
customer service quality and repeat purchase intention are
deeply explored to make up for the lack of hotel service
quality management concepts in my country [6]. With the
continuous progress and development of society, customer
perception is also in dynamic change. However, the tradi-
tional hotel service quality management idea in China often
makes it looks at the service quality statically. Once effective
service standardization measures are formulated, it is con-
sidered that it can be done once and for all, resulting in the
service quality cannot meet the needs of customers in time.
*e business activities between consumers and enterprises
are conducted directly through the Internet. *e e-com-
merce consumer group under this mode is large and there is
basically no one-time consumption on the platform [7].
Users with a high potential consumer group prediction
probability of 0.4–0.8 are regarded as high potential con-
sumers, that is, consumers in this range will not place orders
directly but have high purchase demand; users with a
prediction probability higher than 0.8 are regarded as
consumers, who have a high probability of placing orders
directly; users with a prediction probability of less than 0.4
are regarded as consumers who basically do not need such
goods [8]. In the past, the analysis of customer’s product
purchase behavior basically consumed the form of a ques-
tionnaire to investigate customer’s behavior intention, but
the accuracy was relatively low and the workload was heavy
[9]. According to customer product purchase data recorded
by banks, using data mining as a tool to predict customer
demand for financial products has received increasing at-
tention, but related research is still relatively rare [10]. *is
article takes the active of luxury hotels as the research object,
and consumers data mining and machine learning tech-
nology to predict the purchase intention of high potential
and achieve precise marketing. High potential is put forward
by luxury hotels to distinguish consumer groups with dif-
ferent prediction probabilities. Users with a prediction
probability of 0.4–0.8 are regarded as having high potential,
that is, in this range will not place orders directly but have
high purchase demand; users with a prediction probability
higher than 0.8 are regarded as those who have a high
probability of placing orders directly; and users with a
prediction probability of less than 0.4 are regarded as those
who basically do not need such goods.*e ultimate goal is to
achieve precise marketing for high potential, but it actually
predicts the purchase intentions of all.

Before this research, there were the following marketing
communication methods between the platform and:

(1) When the store or platform has promotional ac-
tivities, can receive coupons provided by the mer-
chants or platforms.

(2) Recommend products with lower prices or related
products according to the products added to the
shopping cart by the consumer.

(3) Recommend related products based on the content
searched. *e abovementioned are marketing

models based on consumer search or recommen-
dation algorithms. Under the current background,
enterprises can be in a favorable position in the big
data economy only by using big data to make better,
fact-based, and experience-based decisions.

2. Related Work

TSCA analyzes the relationship between the factors influ-
encing group purchasing and purchasing behavior. *e
results of feature analysis show that there are more likely to
buy goods with more comments and less restrictions on
consumer, which gives guiding suggestions to the business
model of merchants [11]. Gang and Chenglin analyzed the
behavioral characteristics of those who purchased books
online and proposed a collaborative recommendation al-
gorithm to find other with similar behaviors as the consumer
who placed the order, so as to achieve the purpose of rec-
ommendation [12]. Taking the courses recommended in the
online learning environment as the research object, Yang
consumers item find the item sets related to the content, and
then apply the item sets to the sequential pattern. *e two
methods are combined to recommend potentially con-
sumerful and the consumer feedback effect is good [13]. Bilal
et al. believe that on the web platform, the consumer’s ac-
tions correspond to page jumps and other responses, so the
consumer’s behavior information can be obtained by ana-
lyzing the weblogs. *erefore, taking Ketao platform as an
example, this paper carries out data mining on the web logs
and puts forward a personalized recommendation algo-
rithm, which increases the consumer’s viscosity of the
platform [14]. Hou et al. consumers RBF (radial basis) neural
network to conduct empirical research on mobile com-
munication companies and proposes a precise marketing
strategy. Firstly, standardize the data, select the key elements
of the subdivision through factor analysis, then identify the
basic center through the nearest neighbor clustering algo-
rithm, adjust the center using K-means clustering method,
identify the RBF neural network center, and finally, establish
customer segmentation model [15]. From the point of view
of algorithm optimization, Tian and Youngsook proposed
an improved decision tree algorithm.*e original algorithm
can only achieve local optimization to the current global
optimization and verify the effectiveness of this method for
consumer purchase behavior prediction with the help of the
Teradata platform [16]. Zhao et al. proposed to combine
logistic regression and support vector machine to predict
online purchase behavior. *e results show that the com-
bined model has a better prediction effect than the single
model [17]. Chan et al. consumed a fusion algorithm based
on SMOTE and random forest to predict repeated purchase
intentions and obtained high accuracy and efficiency. *e
fusion algorithm has certain reference significance for the
prediction of repeated purchase intentions of new con-
sumers [18]. Liu and Bai studied customer-perceived future
sales of enterprises. *e research results found that several
dimensions of perceived value, namely social value, func-
tional value, emotional value, and procedural value, have a
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positive impact on purchase intention. At the same time,
past sales have a good predictive effect on future sales [19].
Zhao et al. and other customers’ perceived value are sadly
divided into two categories, namely, hedonic value and
functional value. *ey found that the perceived value of
customers acts as a medium between the mall image and
consumers’ repurchase intention, and the mall image affects
the perceived value of customers, thus stimulating cus-
tomers’ reconsumption [20].

*rough the analysis of domestic research status, it is
found that the research on consumer data mining in the field
of e-commerce is still in the exploratory stage. *ere are still
very few researches to help to shop according to the pre-
diction probability. Domestic hotels, high-end places, and
other platforms generate a large amount of consumer data
every day. *e research on the analysis and processing of
consumer behavior data is still immature. Feature engi-
neering is necessary work to extract valuable information
from big data. At the same time, it is also necessary to
strengthen the application research of machine learning
algorithms.

3. Methodology

3.1. Characteristic Engineering. Engineering refers to the
hotel application scenario under the background of big data,
where features are more important than algorithms, data are
more important than features, and data are often not directly
useable.*emain factors affecting the analysis results are the
selection of models, available experimental data sets, and the
selection of features. *e inherent structure of data often
depends on high-quality features. When the model is not
optimal, most models can achieve good results through good
training with high-quality features and good inherent
structure in the data. *is process requires a lot of time to
observe and analyze the original data, and think about the
potential form and data structure of the problem. *e high
sensitivity of the data is helpful for researchers to better
construct features. A theoretical model for qualitative re-
search is proposed, as shown in Figure 1.

As can be seen from the abovementioned figure, firstly,
relevant assumptions are put forward on the influence of
customer satisfaction, and transfer customer repeat pur-
chase intention is comprehensively analyzed. High-quality
online reviews can better influence consumers’ purchasing
decisions. According to the theory of conformity, it is
reasonable to believe that the greater the number of online
reviews, the more it can influence consumers’ purchasing
decisions. *e number of online comments is the sum of
consumer comments on a product or service. It is generally
believed that the more comments about a product or
service, the more attention the product or comment re-
ceives. It refers to the general tendency of comments on a
product or service. If there are more positive comments
than negative comments in all comments, the comments
are generally positive.

*e data tables consumed in the study mainly include
consumer information tables, which will generate a large
number of intermediate tables in the process of feature
extraction. In fact, consumer information tables and con-
sumer behavior tables are also intermediate tables, which are
obtained by combining the data of six behavior tables. For
example, the consumer’s click behavior indicates that the
record is obtained in the click behavior table. *e con-
sumer_id in the table is the primary key, the consumer
registration time is in string format, accurate to the day, and
the consumer age is divided into “15–18 years old,” “19–25
years old,” “26–35 years old,” “36–45 years old,” “46–55
years old,” and “over 56 years old” these six age groups, the
unknown age is represented by −1. For example, on April 3,
2019, it shall be processed into timestamp format before
consumer; the consumer’s age, gender, and grade are all
enumeration types, and one hot coding is consumed at the
later data and processing stages; as shown in Table 1 and 2.

*ere are too many categories under the becoming a
consumer platform: 10,326 in total, with about 3,500 actual
recorded actions per day.*erefore, if we analyze all the data
under all categories and estimate the three behaviors per
capita of 60 million actives per day, there are about 1.86e12
behavior records per day.*e data analysis and participation
in computing consume a lot of resources, and some cate-
gories *e consumer operation characteristics under dif-
ferent categories will be quite different, so for the time being,
the consumer behavior data under one category is selected
for analysis. In selecting the time range of the data, although,
in principle, the full set of data is taken as the data set, in fact,
the consumer’s behavior in the next five days is basically
irrelevant to the consumer’s behavior one year ago or even
half a year ago. *erefore, all historical data are not con-
sumed in the feature engineering part of this study. In order
to refine the research, this paper first selects the key indi-
cators that affect hotel consumers’ purchasing decisions by
using AHP and then makes the next analysis. *e feature
analysis stage is to perform statistical analysis on data based
on one or several information points. From the data graph, it
can be analyzed whether the feature is meaningful, and at the
same time, new features can be mined. When consumers
need to book hotels, they also need to obtain hotel infor-
mation. An important reference for obtaining hotel infor-
mation is hotel online comments. *ese comments are
basically published by other consumers according to their
own check-in experience, but not every comment can
provide consumers with consumer full information, which
depends on the quality of the comments. We selected several
representative features for mapping and analysis, namely:
the age of, the statistics of the number of placing orders
within two weeks of registration, the statistics of six kinds of
behaviors of five days before placing orders, the number of
clicks of to buy goods five days before placing orders, and the
statistics of the number of adding goods to shopping carts
before placing orders. *e horizontal axis of Figure 2 rep-
resents the age group, and the vertical axis represents the
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proportion of the number of people corresponding to each
age group. It can be seen from the figure that the age of is
concentrated in 26–35 years old, accounting for 56.23% of
the total ordering, followed by are 19–25 and 36–45, so
consumer age can be a consumer full feature as shown in
picture 2.

3.2. Classification Prediction Model Based on LR. *e pre-
diction function has the characteristics of high speed,
simplicity, and strong generalization ability for new data. It
is a linear binary classification model that maps the results of
the linear function to the s-type function (sigmoid function).
It is widely consumed in the problem of predicting whether
the consumer will buy the product with known consumer
behavior. *e prediction function of the algorithm is shown
in the formula.

hθ(x) �
1

1 + e
θTx

. (1)

In the formula, the value range of hθ(X) is between −1
and 1, indicating the probability that the result value is 1. In
the article, it means the predicted consumer purchase
probability. Greater than or equal to 0.5means purchase, less
than 0.5 means no purchase, and 1 − hθ(X) means the
probability that the result value is 0; E is the regression
parameter, which aims to obtain a set of appropriate 0 series.
*e sample generation probability is shown in the formula.

1 − hθ(X)( 
1−y

. (2)

Maximum likelihood estimation is consumed to estimate
the parameters of LR, and the likelihood function of samples
is shown in formula (3), which means that m training
samples are consumed to estimate θ.

X
i

 1 − hθ X
i

  
1− yi

. (3)

In the formula,m represents the number of samples, and
L (Θ) represents the probability of m samples occurring at
the same time, which is converted into a log-likelihood
function as shown in the formula.

1(θ) � 1ogL(θ)

�  y
i
i � 1m1ogh X

i
  + 1 − y

i
 1og 1 − h X

i
  .

(4)

*e maximum likelihood estimation consumers the
gradient rise method to find (Θ) at maximum Θ, some
studies have proposed the loss function J(θ) � −1/m1(θ),
which consumers the random gradient descent method to
solve the minimum value.*e iterative update process of E is
shown in formula (5), where a represents the step size.

θj � θj + a y
i
− hθ X

i
  X

i
j. (5)

Weight COL is consumed to specify the weight column in
the training set feature table.*e function of this parameter is
to balance the proportion of positive and negative samples.
*e calculation method of positive and negative sample
weights of this weight column is shown in the formula.

Table 1: User information table.

Field name Explain Numerical type
User_id User ID Enumeration (string type)
User_age Age bracket Enumeration, divided into 6 age groups, −1 means unknown.
User_sex User gender −1 means confidentiality, 1 means female, and 2 means male.
Reg_time User registration time String type
User_1v_cd User level Enumeration (string type)

Customer perceived value

Customer perceived service
quality

Customer repeat purchase
intention

Customer satisfaction

Transfer cost

Brand preference

Diversified needs

Figure 1: Discuss the theoretical model of qualitative research.
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weightt �
Ns

C∗Nt( 
,weightf �

Ns

C∗Nf 
. (6)

Weight is the weight of positive samples,Ns is the number of
samples; C is the number of categories, the value of C in this
study is 2; Nt is the number of positive samples. Corre-
spondingly, weight is the weight of negative samples, and Nf
is the number of negative samples.*emodel normalizes the
training features. Assuming that the proportion of class K
corresponding to the current sample set recorded as D is
expressed as pK (k� 1, 2, ..., Y), the Gini value can be
expressed as publicity.

Gini(D) � 

|Y|

K�1


K′ ≠ kPk′

� 1 −  Pk
2
K � 1|Y|. (7)

*e Gini index calculation formula of feature a is
expressed as a formula.

Giniindex � 
D

v




|D|
v � 1VGini D

v
( . (8)

*e model performance measures commonly consumed
in regression problems mainly include mean absolute error,
mean variance/mean square error, mean square root dif-
ference and mean absolute percentage error.

(1) Mean absolute error (MAE)

MAE �
1
n

 fi − yi


i � 1n. (9)

(2) Mean square error (MSE)

MAPE �
100
n

 fi − yi( 
2
i � 1n. (10)

(3) Root mean square error (RMSE)

RMSE �

�����������������
1
n

 fi − yi( i � 1n
2



. (11)

(4) Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE)

MAPRE �
100
n


yi − fi

yi




.i � 1n (12)

RF consumers then construct a decision tree. When the
node searches for features to split, it randomly selects some
features to find the optimal solution and applies it to the
node to split, that is, it randomly samples the samples and
features to avoid overfitting. If it is predicted by the clas-
sification algorithm, the final category of prediction is the
category or one of the categories with the largest number of
votes cast by T basic learners; if it is predicted by a regression

Table 2: User behavior table.

Field name Explain Numerical type
User_id User ID Enumeration (string type)
Sku_id Commodity number Enumeration (integer)
Request_date Behavior date Accurate to the sky
Request_time Behavior time Hours: minutes: seconds
Action_type Operation type *ere are six types.
Cate Class ID Enumeration (integer)
Brand Brand ID Enumeration (integer)

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

NULL -1 15-18YEARS
OLD

19-25YEARS
OLD

26-35YEARS
OLD

36-45YEARS
OLD

46-55YEARS
OLD

OVER 56
YEARS OLD

TI
M

E

AGE

Figure 2: Age Distribution.
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algorithm, the final output of the model is the arithmetic
average of the regression results of T basis learners. *e
construction process of RF that classifies problems through
the above process is shown in Figure 3.

It can be seen from the above regression model evalu-
ation metrics that it is the square operation that strengthens
the effect of large numerical errors in the metrics, which
greatly improves the sensitivity of the indicators. Beca-
consumer RF algorithm randomly selects decision tree
nodes for feature partition, it can still train the model ef-
ficiently even in the case of high feature dimensions.
Combined with the results of data set instantiation, the F
evaluation model calculated according to the confusion
matrix is selected.

*e value perceived by customers is not only the cost or
benefit but also the result of comprehensively weighing the
benefit and cost. *ere are also many studies using this
trade-off indicator. Brand preference is more an expression
of customers’ attitudes and tendencies. *is attitude goes
beyond customer satisfaction. It is not only customers’
emotional response but also expresses their emotional love
for the brand through this preferred choice. Starting from
the goal of predicting purchase, it is necessary to know at
least three aspects of information: consumer_id informa-
tion, item_id, and consumer item interaction information,
which are taken as three basic feature groups. Only the
features constructed from the data of commodities have low
discrimination to commodities, so the features of

item_category are counted again according to the com-
modity category information to which the commodities
belong. *e commodities in the commodity category can
meet the same type of purchase demand of consumers, so the
information of the commodity category can supplement the
commodity information. Moreover, due to a large amount of
data on commodity categories, commodity category features
have a high degree of discrimination for commodities of
different commodity categories. In the following: the per-
formance of commodity characteristics and commodity
category characteristics is discussed from six aspects: data
sparsity, differentiation of different categories of com-
modities, differentiation of similar categories of commod-
ities, behavior conversion rate, hot selling trend, and support
for calculating consumer similarity.

4. Result, Analysis, and Discussion

*e experimental data comes from the real desensitization
data provided by the topic of JDATA algorithm competition,
*e JDATA algorithm is the e-commerce platform of
JD.com. While maintaining rapid development, it has ac-
cumulated hundreds of millions of loyal and accumulated
massive amounts of real data. How to find rules from his-
torical data, predict ‘future purchase needs, and let the most
suitable goods meet the people, who need them most are the
key issues in the application of big data in precision mar-
keting, and also the core technology required by all

Raw data set

Boot strap sampling

Sample set 1 Sample set 2

Randomly selected
features

Randomly selected
features

Randomly selected
features

Classification
results

Sample set n

Figure 3: RF classification construction process diagram.
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e-commerce platforms for intelligent upgrading. *is
competition takes a specific problem in the precise rec-
ommendation as an example, hoping to find top talents in
the field of data mining and run on the top of the wave with
us.*ere are two data sets in A/B list, which are composed of
browsing, placing orders, commenting, basic information of
commodities, and basic information of within one year.
Combined with the forecast target, it is divided into two
stages: predicting whether a consumer will buy a specified
commodity in the next month and predicting the first
purchase date of a consumer who will buy a specified
commodity. Becaconsumer the original data cannot meet
the two stages of the research, the original data set is further
analyzed and processed. Combined with the statistical re-
sults of ‘browsing on their browsing, the distance between
the A and B lists in Figure 4 predicts the trend of the number
of who browsed the specified product date for the last time in
the first month of themonth. It can be seen that the browsing
patterns in the A and B lists are overall consistent, and the
number of browsing the specified item from the beginning of
the month to the end of the month is on the rise. A total of
64,097 browse the designated products in the A list. *is
represents 64.97% of the total number of people. Similarly,
there are 55,064 in the B list who browse the designated
products. *is represents 55.66% of the total number of
people, as shown in Figure 4.

*e specific purchase date of the last purchase of the
specified product in the A/B list in Figure 4 corresponds to
the changing trend of the consumer’s cents.*e results show
that the changing trend of the browsing data in Figure 5 is
generally consistent with the overall upward trend, but the
change is larger at the end of the month, taking into account
the fact that the season has an impact on the consumer’s
purchase decision.

*is study screened 45 features (212 dimensions after
one hot coding) from the existing consumer portrait feature
table, such as the consumer’s marital status, whether there
are children, the child’s age, whether there is a car, the last
month’s single piece, clothing/personal makeup/grade,
consumer loyalty, and promotion sensitivity. *e training
prediction results are shown in Table 2 (data from 2019). It
can be seen from the table that the accuracy rate, recall rate,
and F1 value are slightly improved after adding consumer
features. When the Vitter sign is reduced from 646 to 40, it
has little effect on the prediction effect of the model; the new
consumer portrait feature is helpful to improve the pre-
diction accuracy of the model as shown in Table 3.

It can be seen from the above that the prediction effect of
the model under different categories is different. *rough
the analysis of Table 3, it can be seen that the model is only
suitable for casual shoe category data, and the prediction
effect for other categories needs to be improved. However,
the consumer’s browsing and ordering behavior data in
normal months showed a gradual trend of change, and there
was no sudden increase in certain behavior data. *is article
simply eliminated such data as shown in Figure 6 and 7.

According to the abovementioned data preliminary
analysis results, and combined with experience and business
understanding, the data set is reconstructed. To predict
whether the consumer will buy the specified commodity in
the next month and the first purchase date of the consumer
who will buy the specified commodity, two prediction labels
are reconstructed, which are whether the consumer will buy
in the current month (the purchase is recorded as 1, and the
nonpurchase is recorded as 0), that is, the first _ buy _ or _
not; *e consumer’s first purchase date in the current
month, that is, first_buy_day. *is experiment builds 254
new features and two labels. Mainly complete feature
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Table 3: Comparison of model prediction effects before and after adding consumer portrait features.

Characteristic dimension Training time Test set time Accuracy rate Recall rate F1
646 dimensions 11.30–11.50 11.50–11.55 0.249855 0.224757 0.26946
858 dimensions 11.30–11.50 11.50–11.55 0.245566 0.223445 0.23465
40 dimensions 11.30–11.50 11.50–11.55 0.645851 0.248766 0.28418
212 dimensions 11.30–11.50 11.50–11.55 0.285455 0.248551 0.127433
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construction from basic features, consumer behavior fea-
tures, and time features; (1) basic features: it mainly extracts
consumer level, consumer age, and consumer area infor-
mation, and extracts commodity parameter information,
commodity price information, and commodity area infor-
mation for commodities as basic features. (2) User behavior
characteristics: user behavior characteristics: user behaviors
mainly include browsing, placing orders, and commenting.
(3) Time features: extract the last purchase date, the average
browsing date, the last browsing date, the average purchase
date, the first purchase date in the first month, the average
value of the rating date, etc., feature.

*is paper consumers’ theoretical knowledge and mathe-
matical models to analyze a large number of consumer data,
predicts the consumer’s purchase behavior with the help of a
machine learning algorithm, finds out the rules from the his-
torical data and predicts the consumer’s future purchase de-
mand.*e expected effect has been preliminarily achieved, and
the model has been applied to the shopping platform. *e
model is optimized from two aspects: feature and model. After
adding consumer portrait features and model fusion, the
prediction accuracy, recall rate, and F1 of the model are im-
proved by about 0.03 compared with those before optimization,
that is, the current prediction F1 is stable at about 0.28. Al-
though the article does not involve the construction and se-
lection of product features, based on the research results of the
article, hotels can further analyze the consumer’s behavioral
characteristics of products according to the specific meaning
behind the product category number. For example, according to
the prediction results of the information such as reception,
frequency, and monetary in the RFM model, for a class who
have a high probability of purchasing goods, they canmarket to
those who have not purchased during the purchase cycle, but
not the who have purchased.

5. Conclusions

*rough the empirical study of hotels, the article found that
the income level of customers who frequented hotels was
mostly abovementioned the middle level. Becaconsumer
the quality of food and beverage was closely related to
people’s health, the price sensitivity was not high compared
with other services, but they paid more attention to the
trade-off between income and cost. Relying on this data to
discover “purchasing patterns and choose a reasonable
prediction method to solve the problem of consumer
purchase prediction, not only improves the consumer
stickiness of the platform and intelligently guides mer-
chants” inventory but also brings positive effects to today’s
personalized marketing. *e empirical research of the
hotel’s level of ideal quality and desire for quality, cus-
tomers will feel that the services provided by the hotel are
worth the money. *ey will be surprised by the unexpected
harvest, so they are very satisfied with the services provided
by the hotel, praise the services of the hotel, and gradually
form trust in the hotel and continue to buy repeatedly.
Higher scientific and technological content will strengthen
the tangible dimension of service quality, thus improving
the service quality as a whole. Just as the production of
tangible goods cannot become a world-class brand without
top-class technology, hotels with the highest technology
can certainly be invincible. When processing consumer
behavior data, in the process of building an online purchase
prediction model, the advantage of the logistic regression
algorithm is that it is more accurate than linear regression
prediction and runs faster than other algorithms such as
support vector machines. And through the clustering of,
the impact on the prediction accuracy is reduced to a
certain extent. *erefore, if future research can combine
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the data driving of machine learning with the theoretical
driving of empirical research, researchers will not only be
proficient in algorithms, but also go deep into the operation
of high-end hotels, understand the relevant business
background, and combine algorithms with business, so as
to make more practical research.
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